
Pool Board Meeting  September 14, 2021

In attendance: Dan Hirsch, Terry Irving, Carla Cole, Jon Miller, Nick Zaneto, Elvia Haijar, Jenn Azzara, Danielle

Cermak and several members of the public.

Sunshine law read and minutes accepted by Terry, seconded by Elvia.

New Business:

Still waiting on revenue and registration information from Becky.  Need to purchase a cover for the ADA chair

before 2022 season.  Jay Muldoon will be invited to the October meeting.  Jonathan discussed his meeting with the

mayor, who clarified that the board will be part of the exploratory process regarding next steps for the pool, as

well as the public.  No RFP has been put out yet.  Melissa confirmed finances are already set for next season.

Commission expects transparency from this point forward, Nick has not been directly contacted for any

consultation.  Danielle requested a timeline and point person for pool planning.  Jonathan Busch joined,

apologized for how privatization was explored.  Will meet with members of borough and Jonathan to further

explore.

Pool Management:

Nick felt it was a good season, still needs drainage behind the slide.  Had issues with standing water.  During the

storm, one foot of water came into the  front closet, ruining cords and cables. Aquatics has dropped supplies to

start winterizing the pool.  Nick was pleased with the staff this season, majority of them new, flexible with

changes especially regarding covid.  Nick will make a wish list for items for DPW to address.  Adult swim will be

moved to 2:30 to accommodate private parties and their swim time.  Nick expressed concern with amount of tiles

detaching from swim lanes of pool, previously repaired by glue.  Needs to be re-grouted.  Corners of pools are also

becoming a concern.

Snack Bar

Jimmy in process of deep cleaning the snack bar.  He really enjoyed the experience, looking forward to putting a

bid in for next season.  All feedback was positive.

Swim Team

No updates.

Activities

Working with Jimmy was good, second movie night was cancelled due to rain.  Family Fun Days were a success as

well.  Dances will be put back into the calendar next year.

Public expressed concern in not having diving blocks and deepening  two lanes to make MMP more competitive,

inquiring about possibility of daily guest passes and expenses.

Motion to adjourn by Carla,  seconded by Elvia.

Scheduled follow up meeting for Tuesday October 12 at 8pm on Zoom.


